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Abstract: Variation in individual density may explain the unimodal richness-biomass
relationship in which species richness peaks at an intermediate level of total biomass.
However, it is unclear how individual density is regulated by community thinning (i.e.,
mortality due to competition with neighbors) as total above-ground biomass increases. We
developed a simulation model which demonstrates that the spatial structure of a population
can influence the initiation and rate of community thinning and thus the shape of the
richness-biomass relationship. Specifically, we found that more clustered populations
resulted in a more abrupt initiation and rapid rate of thinning and thus a sharper unimodal
richness-biomass relationship. Our simulation also demonstrated that a wide diversity of
richness-biomass relationships can be produced by community-thinning.
Keywords: hump-shaped curve; productivity; biomass; community thinning; simulation;
diversity

1. Introduction
The relationship between total above-ground biomass and the number of coexisting species is an
emergent property of an ecosystem which likely reflects the outcome of numerous interactions between
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organisms and their environment [1,2]. However, the relative importance of these interactions cannot
be estimated unless variation in richness due to the rarefaction or sampling effect is controlled
for [3,4]. The ‗rarefaction effect‘ (also known as the sampling effect [5], random placement [6], and
passive sampling [7]), refers to the process in which new species are gained simply because more
individuals are sampled [8,9].
Oksanen [10] formally incorporated the rarefaction effect as an explanation for unimodal or
―hump-shaped‖ richness-biomass relationships in the No-Interaction Model (NIM). According to the
NIM, the richness-biomass relationship is composed of two phases: (1) an establishment phase in
which there is a monotonic increase in richness and biomass due to increases in individual size and
density—the ascending limb of the relationship, and (2) a thinning phase in which biomass continues
to increase, but richness experiences an exponential decrease due to the crowding out of most
individuals—the descending limb of the relationship. In such a scenario, species are assumed to be
neutral [sensu 11] and all species experience equal levels of mortality at high productivities due to
inter-individual competition for resources. Oksanen [10] developed a nonlinear modeling approach to
test the NIM which assumes that a rigid boundary exists between the establishment and thinning
phases. This rigid boundary results in a sharp peak in species richness at intermediate levels of
biomass. Stevens and Carson [12,13] tested and refined the mathematical details of the NIM as the
Assemblage-Level Thinning (ALT) hypothesis. The ALT [as described in 13] differs from the NIM
only in how thinning is expected to proceed through time. Specifically, the ALT models the transition
from the establishment to thinning phases of the relationship as an asymptotic function (rather than
piecewise as in the NIM) which allows for a more gradual transition from the growth to the thinning
phase. This results in hump-shaped relationships with a softer peak and appears in some situations to
provide a better fit to data [13]. Here we examine if the presence of spatial structure in a population
influences the rigidity of the boundary between the ascending and descending limbs of the unimodal
richness-biomass relationship and thus results in a range of ―hump-shaped‖ relationships with various
degrees of peakedness.
Both the NIM and ALT assumed that establishment of individuals would take place in such a way
that the area of the sample would be totally covered, but neither model specifies the spatial pattern of
establishment. We expect that spatial structure will play an important role in determining the shape of
the unimodal pattern because it should determine which individuals undergo thinning first (i.e., where
they are locally the densest) and the rate at which thinning takes place. Initially a small number of the
more clumped individuals will experience competition for resources and potentially death relatively
early in stand development, while most other individuals that are more distantly spaced will experience
a period of uninhibited growth until eventually they are crowded out by their neighbors. This should
lead to a gradual change from a period of no density-dependent mortality to one of more intense
thinning. We expect this gradual change will result in a flatter richness-peak in the unimodal richnessbiomass relationship.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to qualitatively assess the influence of initial spatial structure
on the shape of the richness-biomass relationship with a neutral simulation model that captures the
basic mechanism of community-level thinning. We demonstrate that the richness-biomass relationship
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strongly depends on whether the initial spatial distribution of individuals is clustered, random,
or uniform.
2. Methods
We intentionally created our model in a parsimonious yet naïve way to maximize the generality of
the results and to examine the influence of the spatial distribution in as simple a way as possible. The
parameters used to generate the results discussed in the manuscript are in Table 1. The simulation
consisted of three phases.
Table 1. Parameter values used to generate the results discussed in the paper.
Simulation parameter
Value(s)
Time
1–50
Initial diameter
0.05
Maximum growth rate (ΔDmax)
0.01
Initial number of individuals
25, 49, 81, 121, 169, and 225
Relative abundance distribution
uniform
8/3
Allometric exponent ( Biomass α Diameter a )
*
% of individuals that were cluster centers
5
*
Only relevant to the clustered spatial distribution.
2.1. Establishment Phase
Individuals were placed on a 1 × 1 grid with a uniform, random, or clustered spatial distribution
(Figure 1). We varied the number of individuals initially established exponentially from 25 to 225.
This initial variation in the number of individuals is responsible for the ascending limb of the
richness-biomass relationship in our model. We generated a new independent spatial distribution of
individuals for each run of the model. The uniform spatial distribution was constructed by spacing each
individual a fixed interval apart on the grid. The random spatial distribution was constructed by
assigning the coordinates of individuals using a random uniform distribution. The clustered spatial
distribution was generated by distributing the centers of the clusters according to a random uniform
distribution and then normally distributing the individuals around each of the clusters. We arbitrarily
set the number of cluster centers equal to 5% of the total number of individuals to achieve a high
degree of clustering in the communities. The standard deviation of the normal distribution was set to
the initial diameter of the individuals. This clustering process is similar but not identical to the popular
Neyman-Scott point-process [14]. It is not a true Neyman-Scott point-process because individuals that
were slated to become established outside of the 1 × 1 grid were reassigned to a new spatial cluster;
additionally, the number of clusters was not a Poisson variable because it was always equal to 5% of
the total number of individuals. Due to our boundary restrictions the clusters located in the center of
the landscape had a slightly higher number of individuals.
At stand establishment all individuals were assigned the same starting diameter. The relative
abundance distribution (RAD) of the species pool was set to uniform such that each species was
equally likely to be drawn with replacement from the pool. Although a uniform RAD is not common in
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nature, more realistic RADs that contain more rare species (e.g., log normal and geometric
distributions) simply compressed the richness-biomass relationship along the y-axis by decreasing the
mean number of species in the community and did not influence the overall qualitative shape of the
relationship (results not shown). Species were drawn with replacement randomly from the
species pool.
Figure 1. A top-down view of simulated communities at three points in time: 1, 15, and 30.
Each column of the panel depicts the results for a different initial spatial distribution:
clustered, random, or uniform. Each circle represents an individual, the color of the circle
indicates the species identity, and the area of the circle is equal to the area that the
individual occupied in the 1 × 1 window. The same number of individuals was in each
community initially.
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2.2. Growth Phase
Once individuals were established they were allowed to grow radially. Each individual increased its
own diameter at a maximum rate unless it was overlapping any of its neighbors, in which case that
individual‘s growth decreased relative to the summed diameters of the overlapping individuals.
Di  Dmax * e



N

 Dj
j i

(1)
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Where ΔDi is the new diameter grow rate of individual i, ΔDmax is the maximum growth rate, N is
the number of overlapping individuals, and Dj is the diameter of one of the overlapping neighbors. We
N

also examined the effect of substituting  D j with
j i

N

A
j i

ij

in equation 1, where Aij is area of overlap

between individual i and its neighbor j. However, this change did not fundamentally alter the patterns,
and it increased computation time by a factor of three. Therefore, we only present the results based
upon the summed diameters of neighbors.
2.3. Thinning Phase
Here, we assume that mortality in the thinning phase is linked to slow growth caused by intense
inter-individual competition. The probability that an individual would die was linearly related to the
ratio of the actual growth to the maximum growth rate:
N

 Dj
D
  1 e 
j i
pi  1   i

Dmax 


(2)

where pi is the probability of mortality of individual i. Thus pi was modeled as a negative non-linear
function of the summed diameters of the overlapping neighbors. If pi was greater than a random
uniform deviate between 0 and 1 then the individual was killed otherwise the individual remained on
the landscape.
Once the growth and thinning phases were complete, biomass was calculated using the allometric
relationship between this variable and individual stem diameter, B α D8 / 3 . The exponent of 8/3 is
theoretically predicted by the metabolic theory of ecology and has received some empirical support
[e.g., 15,16]. Therefore, total biomass, BT, was the sum of each individuals‘ diameter raised to the
8/3 power,
N

BT   Di8 / 3
i 1

(3)

We also examined an allometric exponent of 2 which is supported empirically for some species of
herbaceous plants [e.g., 17], but this did not qualitatively change our results and therefore will not be
described further. Individuals were allowed to expand their diameters outside the bounds of the
window but no individuals were rooted outside the window. During a single simulation run the
establishment phase took place initially and then 50 growth and thinning phases took place.
Our simulation was written in R v.2.9.2 [18] and the script to run the simulation is provided in
Appendix A. Here we present the results of our simulation model under a uniform RAD, but the R
script provides the ability to examine the relationship for other RADs: log-normal, geometric, and an
extremely uneven RAD. Furthermore, the script provides the ability to examine the influence of
summed areas of overlap with neighbors rather than the summed diameters, a linear relationship
between mortality and competition due to crowding, and different allometric exponents which specify
the conversion of diameter to above-ground biomass.
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3. Results
The averaged output of the simulation model is displayed in Figure 2. Each curve is the average of
200 independent trials and each represents the trajectory of a community through time that began with
a particular number of individuals. We omitted the first time state (time = 1) from the graphical output
of the simulation because thinning had not yet had a chance to occur. Across the three spatial
distribution treatments, communities that started with more individuals had more species, a steeper rate
of thinning, and an earlier onset of thinning. These effects in turn resulted in communities that
displayed steeper negative relationships between biomass and richness. The initial spatial distribution
of individuals had the strongest influence early in the simulation on the rate of thinning in a community
and in the shape of the richness-biomass relationship. As time progressed the community patterns in
the three spatial treatments converged (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Three bivariate relationships generated by the simulation model are illustrated
below. As in Figure 1, each column of the panel depicts the results for a different initial
spatial distribution. Each line represents the average trajectory of 200 trials for a
community with a given initial number of individuals. The 95 % confidence envelopes are
provided around each average line (the shaded regions around the curves). Each row of the
figure illustrates a different relationship: (a) the decrease in the number of individuals
through time, (b) the monotonic relationship between the number of individuals in a
community and species richness, and (c) the richness-biomass relationship. The dotted grey
line that appears in B and C indicates the size of the species pool.
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The averaged richness-biomass relationships all follow a negative monotonic temporal trajectory
(Figure 2C); however, if we consider the entire ensemble of curves (i.e., all starting densities) it
becomes clear that each spatial treatment resulted in a unimodal richness-biomass relationship. The
clustered spatial distribution led to an earlier initiation of thinning and initially a more rapid thinning
rate (Figure 2A). This resulted in fewer individuals and thus fewer species early on in the simulation
which effectively resulted in a richness-biomass relationship with a sharper peak that was located at a
lower level of total biomass (Figure 2C). The random spatial distribution displayed a richness-biomass
relationships with a softer peak, but richness still declined rapidly in this community type when
biomass was larger than approximately 0.2 (with the parameterizations given in Table 1). The richnessbiomass relationship displayed distinct growth and thinning phases in the uniform spatial treatment.
The growth phase was visible as a prominent initial plateau which was followed by rapid and episodic
thinning. The two distinct phases were formed in the uniform community because individuals appeared
to grow unencumbered by their neighbors until a threshold was crossed and thinning was initiated. This
sudden initiation of mortality caused decreases in total biomass. This was particularly true of the
uniform communities with few individuals initially (Figure 2A, C).
The unaveraged richness-biomass relationship provided two complementary results when examined
outside of the temporal context (i.e., ignoring community trajectories through time, Figure 3).
Specifically, the spatial treatments resulted in dense clouds of points that appeared to gradate into one
another. Additionally, if we focus on only the periods in which thinning was occurred, it appeared that
the uniform spatial distribution displayed the sharpest peak in richness.
Figure 3. The unaveraged richness-biomass relationship for 200 simulation runs. Each
point represents the state of a single community at a point in time. The dotted grey line
indicates the size of the species pool.
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4. Discussion
The objective of our study was to examine whether the initial spatial distribution of individuals
influenced the richness-biomass relationship. Our results suggested that the spatial treatments resulted
in distinct temporal trajectories along the richness-biomass relationship (Figure 2). Specifically,
increasing the spatial uniformity of the population effectively shifted the location of the diversity peak
to higher levels of total biomass. Additionally, the temporal community trajectories suggested that
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spatial clustering resulted in a sharp diversity peak, randomly distributing individuals was linked with a
softer diversity peak, and the uniformly distributed scenario exhibited a flat-topped richness-biomass
relationship. However when viewed outside of a temporal context, it is clear that the spatial treatments
produced overlapping richness-biomass relationships that smoothly gradate into one another, and the
uniformly distributed populations actually appeared to display the sharpest diversity peak, when we
ignore the periods of no mortality.
The differences in the shape of the richness-biomass relationship were most apparent early in the
simulation because as thinning progressed the communities converged to states in which they all
possessed a few widely spaced individuals, few species, and the maximum levels of biomass (Figures 1
and 2). The progression of the communities towards low diversity high biomass states took place in a
relatively smooth and regular manner in the clustered and random communities but was more erratic in
the uniform community due to the intense pulses of mortality that occurred in this community.
4.1. Self-thinning and Models of the Richness-Biomass Relationship
Although the influence of initial spatial arrangement of individuals has not been previously
recognized in studies linking thinning and the richness-biomass relationship, studies that have more
directly examined the phenomena of self-thinning in forests and herbaceous communities have
recognized the importance of neighbor spacing for some time [e.g., 19,20]. Ross and Harper [21] found
that initial density of neighbors had a strong effect on growth of individuals, second only to the effect
of time-of-germination. The constant of the well known -3/2 thinning law is also thought to respond to
spatial arrangement of individuals [22]. Guan et al. [23] found lower growth and higher mortality rates
in stands of Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria japonica) that were grown more closely together.
Furthermore, it makes intuitive sense that thinning should initiate earlier in situations in which
individuals are on average more spatially proximate initially (i.e., spatially clustered).
The importance of considering individual density when modeling the richness-biomass relationship
has received varying degrees of support experimentally, but the general consensus appears to be that
the rarefaction effect provides a necessary null expectation for the behavior of the richness-biomass
relationship. Several fine-scale experimental studies have demonstrated that the richness-biomass
relationship responds strongly to rarefaction effects [12,24,25]. Additionally, Chiarucci et al. [25]
demonstrated that competitive exclusion and the rarefaction effect are likely operating simultaneously
in herbaceous communities. In two studies using the same experimentally manipulated alpine plant
community, Luo et al. [26] and Niu et al. [27] found that although approximately 30–40% of the
variance in richness was explained by the density of individuals, other community patterns such as the
community similarity and patterns of biomass allocation in individual plants did not appear to support
the assumption of species neutrality upon which the rarefaction effect is based.
The clonal nature of many plants may obscure the importance of rarefaction effects on the richnessbiomass relationship [28], as well as, make it logistically infeasible to quantify individual density
empirically [5,8]. In communities dominated by clonal plants it is increasingly difficult to distinguish
individuals and spatial patterns of clumping are clearly not independent of species identity (as assumed
by our model). Despite these additional challenges that clonality presents, the signature of rarefaction
on patterns of richness should still be present but increasingly difficult to detect.
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None of the studies examining the influence of individual density on the richness-biomass
relationship demonstrate that the rarefaction effect explains all of the variance in the diversity-biomass
relationship, but simply that the influence of individual density cannot be ignored. We would like to
add to this general sentiment, that the initial spatial arrangement of individuals in the community may
have important influences on the patterns of community thinning and consequently the shape of the
richness-biomass relationship as well. Specifically, we suggest that a rigid boundary between the
establishment and thinning phases exists primarily when individuals are distributed uniformly and thus
initially experience a period of unencumbered growth. This finding suggests that Oksanen‘s [10] NIM
may best apply to communities with uniform spatial distributions, and that the ALT model of Stevens
and Carson [12,13] may be more relevant to communities in which individuals are clustered or
randomly distributed in space.
4.2. Applicability and Limitations of the Simulation Model
We designed our simulation model simply such that the results would be applicable to many
different sessile organisms. As such our model is a tool for exploring qualitative differences in
richness-biomass relationships and not a precise predictive model; therefore, we feel that it was
acceptable to ignore additional complexities relating to organism dispersal, establishment, growth, and
competition in the model. That being said, ignoring these complexities prevents our model from being
calibrated to natural systems to provide estimates of richness at empirical levels of total biomass. It is
important to note that our model focuses primarily on how community thinning influences the
richness-biomass relationship, and therefore it may not adequately characterize the ascending limb of
the unimodal relationship which we modeled simply by varying the initial number of individuals in the
community. Additionally although the average richness-biomass relationships responded distinctly to
the spatial treatments, in natural systems spatial patterns of establishment may be determined by a nonstationary process (i.e., the mean and variance of the process is not constant), which will add noise to
the empirical richness-biomass relationship. Furthermore, the unaveraged values from the simulation
indicate that the spatial treatments produced overlapping richness-biomass relationships that smoothly
gradate into one another (Figure 3).
Although our simulation model is based upon temporal dynamics, the results need not be limited to
temporal community patterns [29]. Spatially segregated samples from a single point in time have the
potential to test predictions of the model and provide further empirical examination of the process of
community thinning on the richness-biomass relationship. This is particularly true for empirical
settings in which it is believed that different sites are undergoing similar temporal dynamics but are out
of phase with one another due to an extrinsic environmental variable such as time since disturbance or
site productivity.
Given the amount of scatter in many empirical richness-biomass relationships [e.g., 13,30], it will
likely be difficult to attribute a particular curve shape to the influence of spatial patterning. Possibly the
most revealing aspect of our simulation results is the demonstration of the potential diversity of
unimodal richness-biomass relationships that can be attributed to community-thinning. Furthermore, it
may be beneficial to interpret the dense clouds of points in Figure 3 as constraint spaces which suggest
that at low biomass a wide range of richness values are possible, but at high total biomass richness
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must be low. Huston [31] suggested a similar line of reasoning when interpreting the negative
relationships he observed between tropical tree richness and soil nutrient levels.
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